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Abstract
An automatic approach to counting any kind of
cells could alleviate work of the experts and boost
the research in fields such as regenerative medicine.
In this paper, a method for microscopy cell count-
ing using multiple frames (hence temporal infor-
mation) is proposed. Unlike previous approaches
where the cell counting is done independently in
each frame (static cell counting), in this work the
cell counting prediction is done using multiple
frames (dynamic cell counting). A spatiotemporal
model using ConvNets and long short term mem-
ory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks is proposed
to overcome temporal variations. The model out-
performs static cell counting in a publicly avail-
able dataset of stem cells. The advantages, working
conditions and limitations of the ConvNet-LSTM
method are discussed. Although our method is
tested in cell counting, it can be extrapolated to
quantify in video (or correlated image series) any
kind of objects or volumes.
1 Introduction
Analysis of cell images through time is a powerful tool com-
monly used in medicine and research. For instance, in regen-
erative medicine scientists perform experiments in stem cells
using several culture conditions and capture a large number
of images to analyze them [Janmey and McCulloch, 2007].
A particular case of time-lapse microscopy is the counting.
Albeit simpler than other tasks (for instance cell segmenta-
tion) it would alleviate a lot of human effort in fields such as
regenerative medicine.
Automatic cell counting has been done with two ap-
proaches: detection and regression. In counting by detection
the desired object to quantify is first detected, which involves
a segmentation and classification step in traditional computer
vision. This approach usually is designed for a specific cell
type. Counting by detection has been replaced by more gen-
eral counting techniques (counting by regression), borrowed
from other computer vision problems (such as crown count-
ing). On the other hand, counting by regression ignores the
detection and estimates a number directly from the image.
Hence, in this method usually the locations of the object can
not be known. In this paper, we focus on the regression
method.
Several works have proposed approaches for counting cells
by regression. Xie et. al. [Xie et al., 2016] used a fully con-
volutional neural network to detect the position of the cells in
the images. The input images were split into overlapping cuts
that fit in the neural network. The full image was built again
using interpolation over the neural network output. This ap-
proach allowed them to count using the integral over the out-
put of the network. Xue et al. [Xue et al., 2016] proposed
using simple convolutional neural networks (ConvNet) as re-
gressor to get the object count from the image. Using sev-
eral mainstream ConvNets architectures and the same input
image splitting as Xie et al.. Finally, Cohen et. al [Cohen
et al., 2017] also use ConvNets as regressors in a pure re-
gression way, but the image in the final reconstruction stage
changed. In his work each input pixel account for a number of
cells, hence each image crop have redundancy counting (due
to overlapping), which is used for total count prediction as a
normalized factor below the total sum.
These works have made big steps towards automation of
cell counting, but they did not discuss the time factor. Al-
though some microscopic objects do not change significantly
in appearance over time (such as bacteria E.Coli), several
kinds of cells transform their appearance over time (e.g. stem
cells). Hence, a deeper analysis on how this automatic count
approaches response to the time variation is needed.
In this work, the cell counting problem over time is faced.
Several challenges related to the cell counting task in the sin-
gle frame prediction (static) and multi-frame prediction (dy-
namic) cases are discussed. An evaluation and analysis of
current approaches for cell counting in the dynamic context
is done. Finally, a spatiotemporal model using ConvNets and
long short term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks is
proposed to overcome temporal variations. The advantages,
working conditions and limitations of the ConvNet-LSTM
method are discussed. Although our method is tested in cell
counting it can be extrapolated to quantify in video (or cor-
related image series) any kind of objects or volumes. All an-
notations and derived datasets used in this work, source code,
and the trained models, are publicly available.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, the
challenges present in static and dynamic cell counting are dis-
cussed in section 2. Also, the methods used in the static and
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dynamic case are explained. Section 3 describes the experi-
ments used to test the models. Results are presented in section
4. Section 5 discusses the results and limitations. Finally, in
section 6 the conclusions and future work are presented.
2 Methodology
In this section different situations present in static and dy-
namic cases of cell counting are described and analyzed. The
general ConvNet regression approach is briefly explained and
the proposed spatiotemporal (ConvNet + LSTM) model is ex-
posed.
2.1 The counting Task
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Figure 1: General procedure for cell counting
The Fig. 1 shows the general procedure for cell counting.
First, a cell culture or scene where the objects of interest are
present is monitored over time. While the scene is observed
images are taken periodically (sampled), this sampling fre-
quency is parameter usually defined by the application (e.g.
counting cells or counting people). The images (sampled in
times t1, t2, and t3) are processed by a counting algorithm,
which gives for each sampling time the number of cells (or
objects) in the scene. In the Fig. 1 the interest objects (red
dots) increase over time in the scene, but this condition is not
mandatory.
2.2 Challenges in static and dynamic cell counting
The general perspective presented in Fig. 1 helps to state the
problem, but several details remain behind.
Background and Outliers
The background (scene or context in which the objects of
interest appear) usually is not uniform. In microscopy, sev-
eral background noise contaminates the images, such as Non-
uniform illumination, dead cells or organisms, external con-
tamination agents (dust and particles), and scrap product of
cells interactions and growing. This problem has been solved
using a sufficiently discriminative classifier in previous works
of cell segmentation.
Object appearance
Figure 2: Snapshot of stem cell while reproduction takes place
Cells are not time-invariant objects. They have a lot of
intra-class variation caused for several reasons: change of nu-
cleus position (if visible), interactions between cells, internal
mechanics of the cell, among others. Furthermore, the peak
of intraclass variation occurs when the cell reproduction be-
gins. Fig. 2 shows a set of frames of the same single cell
while the reproduction takes place, the snapshots are sampled
each hour. All the images (except the last one) from Fig. 2
must be identified as one cell despite the evident appearance
variation. The number of possible variations increases when
multiple cells inside the same image are considered (as each
individual cell can be in any state of the reproduction inde-
pendently).
Image partition
Current state-of-the-art proposed solutions [Xie et al., 2016;
Xue et al., 2016] for cell counting has a similar framework to
process the images. The Fig. 3 briefly reviews the approach.
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Figure 3: Static cell counting approach
The Fig. 3 shows the static cell counting approach. It can
be summarized in three parts:
1. The input image is cropped using a sliding window (red
frame in Fig. 3). The step and window size (usually
equal to ConvNet input) must be selected a priori. Usu-
ally, the crops have an overlapping in order to have re-
dundant information
2. Each crop is evaluated in the ConvNet to get an estima-
tion of the number of cells or objects
3. An algorithm to merge the individual crops count infor-
mation into a global count is used. Some works [Xie et
al., 2016; Xue et al., 2016] use an interpolation to re-
make the input image as a density map (whose integral
is the number of cells). Cohen et al. [Cohen et al., 2017]
sum all crops results and divide by the number of over-
lapping pixels.
This approach has a known issue with the hyper-
parameters (step and size of the sliding window) in step one.
The size of the window controls the number of classes that the
model must be able to classify. For instance, a window capa-
ble of containing four cells must classify between 0,1,2,3, and
4 cells (five classes), but a larger window (capable of contain-
ing eight cells) must classify nine classes. Hence, the win-
dow size controls the complexity of the classification task. A
larger window will result in more classes to predict and fewer
crops to train the model (since fewer partitions can be done).
The step parameter controls the amount of redundancy and
dataset size. A little step will give a lot of images very corre-
lated between them and higher step will result in more inde-
pendent samples but also less training sets. Due to these rea-
sons, size and step of the sliding window are problem-specific
parameters i.e. its optimum values must be found experimen-
tally for each kind of cell (e.g. stem cells, blood cells, etc) or
object. The theoretical relation between these parameters and
the performance of the model is an open question.
Unbalanced data
The number of samples per class (i.e the number of objects in
each crop) could be unbalanced. For instance, the prolifera-
tion of cells can be quantified by the equation [Sherley et al.,
1995]:
Nt = N02
tf (1)
where Nt is the number of cells at time t, N0 is the initial
number of cells, and f is the frequency of cell cycles per unit
time. The exponential nature of this proliferation tells us that
we are going to have far more images with few cells (e.g. 0
and 1). Hence, tiny datasets will suffer from a class unbal-
ance problem which could limit the model performance. Big
datasets do not suffer from unbalancing problems due to the
classes can be artificially balanced erasing extra samples from
most frequent classes.
Sampling rate
As Fig. 1 shows, the sampling times t1, t2, and t3 record
an image of the scene to compute the number of cells. The
sampling time has no effect in current counting approaches
(due to time is not used in static cell counting), however in
this work, the sampling time has influence on the features.
A low sample rate (sample with less frequency) will lead to
time-uncorrelated images, hence the time information can not
be used. A high sample rate will have time-correlated images,
but due to cells change (appearance and movement) in time
very slow neighborhood images could be almost the same.
2.3 Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Network
(LRCN) for dynamic cell counting
The aim of our work is to merge the spatial data (static cell
counting) with the time variable. This spatiotemporal prob-
lem has been previously addressed by the community of ac-
tion recognition. Based on the work of Donahue et al. [Don-
ahue et al., 2015] in action recognition, we propose a mix
between ConvNets (to address images information) and re-
current neural networks (to deal with time Features). Fig. 4
shows the proposed framework for cell counting in time-lapse
microscopy.
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Figure 4: Proposed framework for cell counting in time-lapse mi-
croscopy
Input data and partition
In this case, the two parameters step and window size ex-
plained in section 2.2 (image partition) remain equal. Ad-
ditionally, a new parameter called temporal window (tw) is
used. The tw impose how many previous frames will be used
to predict the current image number of objects. Albeit, this
parameter (tw) adds a constraint to the framework: The num-
ber of cells on the image can only be predicted when the num-
ber of previous frames is equal to tw. This condition must be
avoided (especially in cell counting applications) since sam-
ple rate could be 1 image per hour and the growing process
usually takes several days. The method should be able to pro-
cess the video frame by frame in order to take actions (or not)
each time an image is recorded. In order to avoid this con-
straint, a temporal padding is done, which will be explained
in the following sections
Each frame is divided using the selected step and window
size making a set or crops for each frame. Each crop has a
set of temporally associated crops, i.e. the same crop (same
spatial position) in past time instants (frames). The number of
time-associated crops will be tw. Hence, as process number
1 in Fig.4 shows, each frame is divided in crops and each crop
is associated with tw past crops.
ConvNet
The convolutional neural network acts as a feature extractor.
Each crop is evaluated in the ConvNet, but instead of using
the whole ConvNet as a regressor (as previous works did),
we collect the feature vector that appears before the fully
connected layer (the exact layer changes between architec-
tures). These ConvNet features are usually extracted from
pre-trained architectures and called off-the-shell or bottleneck
features.
Four mainstream ConvNet architectures were used as fea-
ture extractors: VGG16, VGG19 [Simonyan and Zisserman,
2014], ResNet50 [He et al., 2016], and InceptionV3 [Szegedy
et al., 2016]. Nevertheless, any ConvNet or computer vi-
sion approach can be used to make this mapping (image -
features).
Temporal padding and stack of features
Once the crops are forwardly propagated through the Con-
vNet, a feature vector of dimension 1×m is obtained for each
crop (m is the number of features, it depends on the ConvNet
architecture e.g. m = 512 for the VGG16). This feature vec-
tor must be stacked with its tw previous crop’s feature vector
to build a block α of dimensions tw × m. However, is no
possible to stack feature vectors when the number of previ-
ous frames is less than tw. Since no previous information
exists, instead we add vectors of ones of dimension 1 × m.
For example, if tw = 5 but at the moment only three images
are recorded the block α is composed of three feature vectors
with dimensions 1×m and two vectors with ones of dimen-
sions 1×m. Experimentally, we found that this vector of one
helps the network to predict the true number of cells since it
gives an idea of which growing phase is the culture (this can
also be a problem as will be discussed in limitations). Notice
that α must be built in the strict temporal order in which the
frames appear.
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and LSTM
Recurrent neural networks have been successfully used for
tasks with complex temporal dynamics such as speech recog-
nition and text generation. Long short-term memory [Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997] RNN extend the scalability of
RNN, allowing them to be trained in large topologies without
exploding gradients problems. In this work we use LSTM
networks, future references to RNN must be considered as
LSTM. The mix model ConvNet + LSTM will be addressed
as LRCN.
RNN has several time inference methods, in this work, the
many-to-one approach is used. In many-to-one inference, k
inputs enter to the RNN before a prediction is done. In this
work k = tw, which means the input to the RNN in the step
3 (see Fig.4) is going to be the block α. Hence, we have an
RNN with tw time steps and one output corresponding to the
estimated number of cells in the crop.
Bidirectional LSTM RNN [Graves and Schmidhuber,
2005] get the most of temporal information stepping through
the input time steps in forward and backward directions.
However, bidirectional LSTM RNN can be used only when
the whole input (all the time steps) are available. In this case
it is not a problem, since our block α already has all the time
steps. Bidirectional LSTM RNN are also used and compared
against LSTM RNN.
Join algorithm
In step 4 (see Fig.4) for each crop in the current frame there
is an estimated cell count. In order to make a global decision
on the number of cells in the current frame the same approach
used in [Xue et al., 2016](previously briefly explained in Im-
age partition section) was done.
3 Experimental setup
In this section, the datasets and the experiments carried out
in this work, are described. Additionally, an explanation of
implementation details (such as libraries and architecture pa-
rameters, hardware, and optimization methods) is included.
3.1 dataset
In this work, the publicly available dataset Cell Image Analy-
sis Archive [Kanade et al., 2011] was used. This dataset con-
tains Myoblastic stem cells videos during the growth of the
culture. It uses phase-contrast microscopy imaging acquir-
ing images at a frequency of every 5 minutes over a course
of approximately 3.5 days using a Zeiss Axiovert T135V mi-
croscope. Each image contains 1392× 1040 pixels with a
resolution of 1.3m/pixel. Five sets of images (090325-F0009,
90303-F0002, 090318-F0007, and 090303-F0006) from dif-
ferent cultures were randomly selected (this is a very impor-
tant condition since the RNN easily can memorize a single
culture growing curve). Each set of images was sub-sampled
to have one image per hour (this is the sampling rate parame-
ter disused in section 2.2). Also, from each frame one quad-
rant (evenly dividing the whole image into four regions) is
randomly selected. Each frame was manually annotated with
a red dot in the center of a cell.
Following image partition section procedure, the parame-
ters step and window size must be optimized for each type
of cell. The window sizes 50, 100, and 200 with overlapping
(between crops) of 25%, 50%, and 70% were tested. Experi-
mentally for our dataset, the window size 50 and overlapping
of 50% (hence step of 25 pixels) worked better. The train-
ing and test set were built using a 5 fold cross-validation like
method. In each fold, four images sets were used for training
and the last set was used as test.
3.2 Experiments
Static cell counting
The five folds where tested using the framework proposed
in Fig. 3 with the features from the four pre-trained main-
stream ConvNets. The ConvNets were pretrained models
in the popular ImageNet dataset. Notice that as [Xue et
al., 2016] we tried to train from scratch these architectures,
however the accuracy decreased (also [Xue et al., 2016]
). The fully connected layer of each model was fine-tuned
for a regression task, due to the advantages (accuracy) of
the regression over classification for cell counting were al-
ready shown by [Xue et al., 2016]. Experimentally we
found that models perform better training them with an L1
loss function (the same conclusion of [Xue et al., 2016;
Cohen et al., 2017]).
Dynamic cell counting
The five folds were tested using the framework proposed in
Fig. 3 with the same features from ConvNets of Static cell
counting experiments. A two-layer RNN with 30 LSTM cells
per layer was stacked at the end of each ConvNet (instead of
the fully connected layer). This RNN was trained using an
L2 loss function, notice that this is a different loss function
from static cell counting framework. This harsh loss func-
tion helped to increase the accuracy using the unbalanced
dataset in the dynamic cell counting framework (not the case
for static cell counting).
The same set of experiments (four ConvNets + LSTM
RNN ) where repeated changing parameter tw between the
values : 10, 20, 30. This set of experiments were done using
a bidirectional LSTM also with two layers of 30 cells.
3.3 Performance metrics
We use the same performance metric (mean absolute error) of
[Xue et al., 2016; Cohen et al., 2017] since it has been used
by many object counting papers.
3.4 Implementation details
All network optimization and testing is performed using an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080-ti GPU and implemented using
the Keras API [Chollet and others, 2015] with a Tensorflow
backend [Abadi et al., 2016].
4 Results
This section shows the results of the previously stated exper-
iments split into two sections: static cell counting and dy-
namic cell counting results.
4.1 Static cell counting
Table 1 shows the results of static cell counting using Con-
vNets. The first column shows the ConvNet architecture fol-
lowed by the specific MAE and standard deviation in the test
set of each fold. Notice the different performance with each
fold, in almost all the experiments the fold F3 had the best
performance and the folds F1 - F5 the worst.
Table 1: Results of static cell counting experiments
Model F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
VGG16 67.20±35.0
57.02
±19.5
37.71
±18.3
23.59
±11.9
64.28
±57.0
VGG19 52.01±27.8
29.12
±15.6
28.53
±21.9
13.23
±5.62
45.40
±35.3
ResNet50 22.90±18.5
22.32
±13.2
19.86
±14.6
6.63
±4.39
14.51
±9.22
InceptionV3 36.31±27.2
26.3
±17.5
35.86
±29.3
27.62
±19.3
77.56
±62.7
The best architecture (in performance) was the ResNet50
and the worst the VGG16. Similar to [Xue et al., 2016] we
got better results (in almost all results) with deeper architec-
tures using fine-tuning. The results with the pre-trained In-
ceptionV3 ConvNet could be due to the fact that the model is
too much specialized in natural images (ImageNet images),
which are very different from microscopy images.
4.2 Dynamic cell counting with LSTM
Table 2 shows the results of dynamic cell counting using Con-
vNets and LSTM. The first column shows the ConvNet archi-
tecture followed by the specific MAE and standard deviation
in the test set for each fold. Table 2 is subdivided by variation
in the tw parameter from 5 to 30 (as previously stated).
Table 2: Results of dynamic cell counting using LSTM experiments
LRCN - tw = 10
VGG16 43.68±36.7
10.16
±6.9
12.96
±5.63
51.50
±18.3
55.17
±50.9
VGG19 32.21±25.7
9.99
±5.5
9.83
±5.79
29.14
±20.8
29.14
±20.9
ResNet50 42.42±37.0
43.36
±14.0
28.25
±13.2
23.13
±11.6
56.37
±53.4
InceptionV3 53.25±43.8
22.96
±12.5
19.37
±10.4
24.03
±12.1
58.89
±57.5
LRCN - tw = 20
VGG16 42.13±34.2
10.95
±7.29
33.89
±5.75
36.38
±16.9
30.19
±25.6
VGG19 30.38±26.3
7.26
±4.5
8.63
±5.76
35.82
±14.7
27.63
±19.5
ResNet50 42.94±37.6
18.55
±10.4
25.80
±10.9
22.34
±11.8
54.16
±47.8
InceptionV3 42.57±37.1
11.45
±9.12
17.03
±13.4
21.10
±11.0
52.68
±33.0
LRCN - tw = 30
VGG16 34.81±30.2
25.60
±13.3
31.66
±16.0
27.49
±16.0
53.94
±47.1
VGG19 46.93±34.5
13.23
±6.48
19.87
±6.45
30.49
±19.6
53.87
±46.9
ResNet50 45.48±40.1
19.36
±11.0
29.03
±13.9
24.41
±12.5
54.74
±49.7
InceptionV3 42.15±36.7
30.79
±14.9
29.31
±14.2
19.5
±18.7
53.65
±46.3
Notice that the unbalance performance between folds con-
tinues: The fold F3 had the best performance and the folds
F1 - F5 the worst (for all the values of tw). When tw in-
creases the performance has a mostly regular increasing pat-
tern until tw = 30. As Table 2 in tw = 30 shows, too much
temporal information (high tw) reduces the performance and
increase the standard deviation. However, for tw = 20 (the
best value experimentally found for tw) a direct comparison
between VGG16 and VGG19 architectures (e.g. VGG16 re-
sults in static cell counting against VGG16 in dynamic cell
counting) shows how LRCN is better in almost all the cases
than single ConvNet.
Nevertheless, for the complex ConvNets (residual connec-
tions and network in network in the full connected layer) the
coupling approach did not perform well. This result is prob-
ably due to the full connected layer in the ConvNets perform
better than our stacked two-layer LSTM network used in the
LRCN. A more specific and complex LSTM network prob-
ably could beat single ConvNet approach in the ResNet and
InceptionV3 cases (however this hypothesis is not proved in
this paper).
Table 3 shows the results of dynamic cell counting using
ConvNets and bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM). The distribu-
tion of the results in the table is the same as Table 2. As ex-
pected the Bi-LRCN perform better (in almost all the cases)
than the simple LRCN. Following the results of [Graves and
Schmidhuber, 2005] the information of the sequence in back-
ward direction has a great impact on the model. Notice the
Bi-LRCN improve the MAE but not so much the standard
deviation.
Table 3: Results of dynamic cell counting using Bi-LSTM
Bi-LRCN - tw = 10
VGG16 40.02±33.0
12.04
±9.32
12.33
±5.46
36.65
±17.8
25.30
±16.3
VGG19 28.16±26.0
11.69
±5.93
28.31
±6.50
25.84
±13.7
27.87
±21.3
ResNet50 43.71±38.5
17.42
±9.39
23.94
±9.37
25.18
±13.1
54.14
±44.7
nceptionV3 50.54±21.5
12.11
±10.2
18.12
±12.2
18.71
±15.6
58.92
±40.2
Bi-LRCN - tw = 20
VGG16 38.03±31.5
8.88
±6.88
9.79
± 5.61
33.47
±16.7
28.63
±25.8
VGG19 27.42±23.1
5.43
±4.9
7.87
±5.67
43.23
±15.4
25.43
±18.1
ResNet50 45.52±38.5
19.21
±12.42
25.63
±9.1
26.54
±14.2
54.33
±50.4
InceptionV3 45.15±21.5
25.03
±14.0
23.12
±8.9
20.90
±12.2
59.83
±29.2
Bi-LRCN - tw = 30
VGG16 40.41±33.1
10.27
±7.29
23.28
±7.19
66.37
±19.0
27.78
±22.4
VGG19 24.86±21.5
6.49
±4.2
21.49
±5.71
29.20
±13.8
24.33
±21.3
ResNet50 53.44±43.8
23.59
±12.7
27.22
±12.3
22.28
±11.3
54.74
±49.7
InceptionV3 44.43±23.7
24.56
±14.0
22.07
±9.3
18.92
±12.8
61.90
±60.5
5 Discussion and Limitations
Although dynamic cell counting was shown to overcome
static cell counting, the following issues were found to limit
the performance of our approach:
5.1 Unsuccesfull improvement in LRCN using
ResNet and InceptionV3
As was previously stated, simple (no residual connections or
network in network approaches) Convnets such as VGG16
and VGG19 the LRCN improve a lot the performance, but for
complex ConvNets the approach did not perform well. Com-
plex LSTM networks, which can replace the full connected
layer of these ConvNets, must be implemented.
5.2 Unbalanced performance between folds
The performance ranking between fold remains more or less
equal in all the experiments, from high to less MAE: F5 −
F1 followed by F4 − F2 − F3. These results reflect the
number of samples per class in each test set in the folds. F5
and F1 are the sets with a higher number of classes (from
0 to 8 cells per images). Therefore the model did not have
enough samples from classes with a lot (more than four) of
cells and perform worst in this test sets. However, the fact that
the LRCN deals better with this problem proves the positive
influence of temporal information.
5.3 LRCN train set issues
In [Xue et al., 2016; Cohen et al., 2017] some ConvNets
are trained from scratch leading to better results than fine-
tuned ones. In our case this task was impossible for both
models: static cell counting and dynamic cell counting giving
always worst results than fine-tuned models. This problem
has two cores: Dataset size and unbalancing. We proceeded
to balance the folds leaving a maximum of 1000 samples per
class and leaving low number classes the same. Table 4 shows
the results of static cell counting with “balanced” folds.
Table 4: Results of static cell counting with balanced folds
Model F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
VGG16 21.77±14.3
54.84
±11.6
66.44
±5.9
32.03
±14.7
54.65
±10.9
VGG19 17.3±8.6
15.11
±12.8
9.64
+10.1
27.74
±20.9
16.04
±10.3
ResNet50 6.45±5.58
14.58
±14.1
6.43
±6.2
27.42
±9.5
22.55
±9.6
InceptionV3 25.43±13.2
14.07
±8.8
46.88
±22.6
38.79
±7.0
26.95
±18.2
Table 4 shows a lot of improvement with respect to un-
balanced static cell counting. However, this same approach
could not be done with LRCN, due to the reduced train set
the model memorizes the dataset very fast, avoiding any gen-
eralization. The authors believe that with a larger dataset a
balanced version of the database could lead to even better per-
formance using the LRCN model.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a computer vision cell counting approach using
multiple frames (hence temporal information) is proposed.
An extension of previous works using a mixed architecture
with convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) and recur-
rent neural networks is developed. Using a publicly avail-
able dataset of stem cells and four mainstream deep Con-
vNets a comparison between frame cell counting prediction
(static cell counting) and proposed multi-frame cell count-
ing (dynamic cell counting) was shown. The results show
how dynamic cell counting surpasses the static cell count-
ing approach and resists better the unbalancing nature of mi-
croscopy image data. A detailed analysis of challenges and
common issues in cell counting for time-lapse microscopy
was also presented.
In the future, several architectures must be tested. A
specific ConvNet architecture as [Cohen et al., 2017] pro-
posed could lead to better results. Also, 3 dimensional Con-
vNets (input frames overlapped as layers) and attention based
models (in recurrent neural networks) could enhance perfor-
mance. However, the most important issue is the data size.
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